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‣Provide Higher Levels of Health and 
Safety to Employees/Guests with  
touchless employee & guest “check 
in” process 

‣Eliminate Manual Reporting of Health 
and Safety Incidents by automating 
health & safety screening and 
reporting of PPE detection, vaccine 
validation, temperature screening, 
occupancy numbers, and other 
factors for OSHA/DOH compliance 
reporting 

‣Increase the Speed of Employee/Guest 
Check-in Process using Kogniz 
AssureAI with Kogniz EntryPoint kiosk 
that integrates with existing systems 
using Open API with payroll, HR, 
reservation, rewards platforms  

‣Increase Safety with authentication of 
employee identity and access control 
with biometric verification with hand 
ID or periocular recognition 

Kogniz AssureAI delivers AI-driven insights into health and compliance, identity and 

access and safety management.  Seamless integrations across HR, EHS, access 

control, time management help HR, EHS and Facilities teams save time and money 

with better information in real time.

BENEFITS

Kogniz AssureAI 
A SaaS platform that leverages AI for a safer, smarter workplace of the future
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‣Configurable Dashboards to easily 
get a holistic view of your locations 
and where attention is needed 

‣Pre-entry Survey & Questionnaire 
Policy-based workflows and self-
service questions for employees with 
QR code recognition 

‣Touchless, Fast, & Accurate 
Screening 
Accurate thermal readings in<1 sec 
via the canthus (inner eye) when 
standing within 3 feet 

‣PPE Screening/Detection 
Automatically checks for PPE, such as 
a hairnet, mask, gloves or other 3-D 
objects 

‣Unified AI Platform  
Monitoring, reporting, and alerting in 
real time 

‣Connecting to the Tools You Already 
Use and Making Them Smarter 
Integration with HR, time management 
systems, EHS, data lakes and other 
platforms using Open API and 
generating AI-based insights you can 
use today 

‣Biometric Recognition & Access 
Control 
Harness the power of integration 
across identity with entryway access 
control

FEATURES

Creating safer, smarter spaces  
for the workplace of the future 

Kogniz uses computer vision to see, interpret, and provide business 

outcomes, based on videos, pictures, and objects.   

Kogniz AssureAI uses deep learning models, powered by cameras, objects, 

and IoT devices to create highly accurate and automated decisions. 
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